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This report is an account of conversational exchangee on the subject of
. UFO's during. the course of « one-month trip of a JJS ceientiat. through . •('Vi/
the USSR inT \967, for the purpose of visiting several astro-
nonical observatories bavdig staff metaier* engaged in planetary research. C.b/C
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•The only scientists contacted during the trip were astronomers, and in-
,

qulrlea concerning Soviet • observations and interpretations of UFO’* *
",

•

were a minor aspect of the crip. Within these Hesitations, sn attempt
‘ vs* made to assess Soviet scientific thinking on this controversial '. <

...
topic.
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He visited V.X. Moroz . Sternberg Instltuto, Moscow, who vss noncomralt-

tsl on the subject of UTO's, The (scientist vho served ss translator,,

a radio astronomer, emphatically stated that ho knew of so sightings

of UFO's in the USSR and added with a laugh Chat if thsy wore oal7 sesa
in ths US, .they must be of Soviet origin. '

•

,:AC chet’T>u^cov*> Obsarvatory, Leningrad, ©roof the -astronomer* mentioned -

.

- chat she had heard of some sighting* .of unidentified object* near the

Caucasus. She was. unaware of any study being made of. theta but was open*

.minded on the subject. . „ ... .... 'y "ViV"

The US scientist's main vistc was toW.A. Kozyrev . who ws# very’ inter-

ested in the problem. He had read Kcnzelli nook (which has been trena- .

latcd into Russian) but did not accept hia conclusions. .
.Kozyrev knew

. of soma ajCghtlngs -in .the'
“ "

‘khern part of. Che. USSR, but said that ro-
;

.

•.pores of such elghelcgs .sre noe nn-'-n-^sd in Soviet ncwapapcriv-V-^ausa
rh.v era not rtrarded as sciontil^ri.—uhsarveCions . (Cersr.entr“"'\.(«iS 1*they ere not regarded as scicntii-u—uoeervation*. (Cosrr.cnc i

t
‘**'U<Z« Is

, Interesting In view of the readiness of Soviet newspapers to print rs- »

ther fantastic ‘reports .of hypothccce end "observations" suggested by

more imaginative members of the scientific coBrninity. vAppsrently socL—1
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official sanction is needed.) Kozyrev has been interested ij~Tl r#“ *''

.ports of IfFO's and readily accepts their reality. In fact, it is hia -

personL —H i ini on that the UFO 'a may originate on Venus, lie la wall ;%.•

aware of the negative effect of ."enlightened" scientific opinion on « .V

the Interpretation of ^uaationahle observations as.ha haa had personal ..
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